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Melanie Mirror with Sculptured Etched Designer Frame

M52001
Rear View of Mounting System

Drywall Plug x 2 ‘L’ Screw x 2

1. Establish Mirror overall height and centre point on wall.
2. Measure from top of Mirror to brackets and level.
3. Install self-tapping wall plugs.  Install ‘L-Screw.’
4. Attached foam spacers to lower area of mirror to keep mirror plumb.

All Melanie Mirrors come with installed mounting brackets and spacers.
Mirrors include ‘L’ shaped screws and butterfly wall plugs.

Mounting Brackets  x 2

Foam Cushions
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Installing Mirrors

All LaLOO mirrors come with 
installed mounting brackets and spacers.

Mirrors include ‘L’ shaped screws and wall plugs.

1. Establish mirror overall height 
and centre point on wall.

2. Measure from top of mirror to 
brackets and level.

3. Install self-tapping wall plugs.

4. Install L-screws.

5. Attach foam spacers to lower 
area of mirror to keep the mirror 
plumb.

and centre point on wall.
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